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Q:  WHAT LANGUAGES DO YOU SUPPORT?

A:     Cloudwords supports any language combination. It doesn’t matter if your website content is in Hindi and needs to be 
translated to Russian or if your content is in French and needs to be translated to English - we support any language 
and all language pairs.

Q:  WHAT TYPES OF ASSETS CAN BE LOCALIZED? 

A:      All Adobe Experience Manager assets! Cloudwords can translate web content and other static documents that are 
hosted on the Adobe Experience Manager.  

Q:  HOW MANY ASSETS CAN BE TRANSLATED AT ONCE?

A:      As many as you like. You can select all the assets you want to translate at once and create a single project or multiple 
projects in Cloudwords.

Q:  CAN I USE CLOUDWORDS EVEN IF MY CMS IS BEHIND A FIREWALL?

A:    Yes, Cloudwords provides a native connector to Adobe Experience Manager that makes standard JSON web calls  
over HTTPS.

Q.  DO I NEED PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TO GET STARTED?

A:    Yes, Cloudwords provides a CMS specialist that will help you install the Cloudwords plugin for Adobe Experience  
Manager. The installation typically takes less than a day.

Q:  DOES CLOUDWORDS CREATE NEW VERSIONS OF THE TRANSLATED ASSET?

A:    Cloudwords uses the native multi-lingual capability of Adobe Experience Manager. The Cloudwords connector does 
not create new assets; it simply adds the translated content to the multi-lingual versions of the source asset.

Q:  DOES CLOUDWORDS IDENTIFY ASSETS THAT NEED TO BE TRANSLATED?

A:     Yes, Cloudwords provides the translation status for each asset. The status helps identify assets for which translations 
are out-of-date and need to be sent for translation.

Q:  CAN TRANSLATIONS BE REVIEWED BEFORE THEY ARE PUBLISHED?

A:      Yes, all translations can be reviewed before they are published. Cloudwords provides OneReview, an online interface for 
linguistic review of translations. The connector also renders the translations in Adobe Experience Manager for review 
before they are pushed to the live site.
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Q:  CAN I USE MY EXISTING TRANSLATION AGENCY TO PERFORM THE TRANSLATION?

A:    Yes. Cloudwords accelerates the translation process with any translation service provider. You can use any preferred  
translation agency your company currently engages for translation, and you can manage multiple agencies from a single 
view. If your EMEA team has a favorite agency, your APAC team has yet another favorite and your LatAm team another, you 
can bring them all into the Adobe Experience Manager + Cloudwords experience. And if you think it would be beneficial to 
evaluate new translation agencies, we have a translation vendor marketplace complete with ratings and reviews. 

Q:  WILL THE TRANSLATED ASSETS KEEP THE SOURCE FORMATTING?

A:     Yes. Cloudwords will keep your source asset’s style and formatting and only swap in the translated text for you to review  
in context.

Q:  HOW LONG DOES THE TRANSLATION TAKE?

A:     Cloudwords speeds up the entire process of localization, starting with —and making a huge positive impact on — the time 
it takes you and your marketing colleagues to send it off to translation. It takes seconds and just a few clicks to select 
the content and send it off to your translation agency, not hours of copying and pasting. Cloudwords also streamlines the 
entire process with workflow automation, keeping everyone on task and on time.

Q:  WHY CLOUDWORDS FOR ADOBE EXPERIENCE MANAGER IN ADDITION TO A TRANSLATION AGENCY?

A:      Cloudwords for Adobe Experience Manager is the only way to automate the business process of localization for your web 
content — moving content out of Adobe Experience Manager, and once translated, sending it back into Adobe Experience 
Manager — with no copying and pasting. Cloudwords is a technology platform that puts you in control of your website 
globalization process, including the management of internal teams, and external translation vendors. It provides additional 
benefits such as reporting and analytics, workflow automation, centrally hosted translation memory, and much more.

Q:  DOES CLOUDWORDS OFFER REPORTING AND ANALYTICS?

A:      Cloudwords for Adobe Experience Manager gives you unprecedented insight into your global marketing spend, process 
measurement and translation memory utilization reporting. This helps you align spend and activity with your global  
strategy and go-to-market plans, and help you increasingly improve efficiency and ROI.

Q:  WHY IS CENTRALLY-HOSTED TRANSLATION MEMORY IMPORTANT?

A:      Translation Memory is a database of a company’s previously translated words and phrases. It’s valuable because if you’ve 
translated something once, you should never have to pay — or spend the time — to have it translated again. Cloudwords 
is the only content globalization application that hosts a cloud-based Translation Memory database for each customer to 
own and manage. Cloudwords’ OneTM stores a company’s words and phrases that have already been translated and keeps 
them updated within the database. A customer’s OneTM is available and accessible to any translation vendor that the 
company chooses to contract with.
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